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We report a comprehensive study of the paradigmatic quasi-1D compound ðTaSe4Þ2I performed by
means of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and first-principles electronic structure
calculations. We find it to be a zero-gap semiconductor in the nondistorted structure, with non-negligible
interchain coupling. Theory and experiment support a Peierls-like scenario for the charge-density wave
formation below TCDW ¼ 263 K, where the incommensurability is a direct consequence of the finite
interchain coupling. The formation of small polarons, strongly suggested by the ARPES data, explains the
puzzling semiconductor-to-semiconductor transition observed in transport at TCDW.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.236401 PACS numbers: 71.45.Lr, 71.10.Pm, 71.15.Mb, 74.25.Jb
One-dimensional systems exhibit a rich phenomenology
due to their reduced phase space. Typically, the metallic
state is unstable against competing broken-symmetry phases
such as charge- or spin-density waves [1–3]. In the dominant
Peierls scenario, these transitions are described as electronic
instabilities driven by the nesting properties of the Fermi
surface. Alternative models have also been proposed [4–6],
and recently even the relevance of the Peierls scenario for
real materials has been questioned [7,8].
The chain compound ðTaSe4Þ2I is a paradigmatic quasi-
one-dimensional (1D) material [9]. At TCDW ¼ 263 K it
undergoes a charge-density wave (CDW) transition,
accompanied by an incommensurate structural distortion
[10,11]. As expected, the instability affects the electronic
structure, and clear signatures of the transition are found in
the electrical resistivity [12,13], the magnetic susceptibil-
ity [14], and the optical response [15]. The CDW phase is
rather unusual. The main part of the lattice modulation is
acoustic and transverse [11], with only a much smaller
optical component along the chains [16] corresponding to
Ta-tetramerization modes [17]. Besides, structural inves-
tigations could not establish the existence of a soft phonon
mode [18]. The electrical resistivity is also puzzling. At
low temperature, it exhibits an activation gap LT 
0:3 eV [13], but the temperature dependence is that of a
semiconductor also above TCDW, albeit with a smaller
HT  0:2 eV [19]. The ratio LT=kBTCDW  12, much
larger than the 3.5 mean-field value, can be rationalized as
an extreme manifestation of 1D fluctuations [20] or, alter-
natively, of strong electron-phonon coupling [18].
The electronic structure of ðTaSe4Þ2I has been explored
both by angle-integrated and by angle-resolved photo-
emission spectroscopy (ARPES). Early results reported
the absence of a metallic Fermi edge in spectra of the
high-temperature phase [21,22], suggesting the possible
manifestation of the Luttinger liquid behavior [23]. It was
later recognized that strong electron-phonon coupling
leads to the formation of polaronic quasiparticles and to
a dramatic suppression of the coherent spectral weight
[24]. Further ARPES data revealed signatures of inter-
chain coupling [25] and of the incommensurate CDW
periodicity [26].
In this Letter, we present an extensive survey of k space
by ARPES and first-principles calculations of the band
structure of ðTaSe4Þ2I. The combination of theory and
experiment provides an unprecedented view of the three-
dimensional electronic structure of this compound.
Surprisingly, ðTaSe4Þ2I is found not to be a metal but a
zero-gap semiconductor. The incommensurate periodicity
of the CDW appears as a direct consequence of the finite
interchain coupling. The ARPES spectral line shapes,
typical of small polarons, suggest a natural explanation
for the puzzling semiconductor-to-semiconductor transi-
tion observed at TCDW in transport data. Despite the com-
plexity of the material, our analysis shows that the Peierls
scenario provides a satisfactory guideline to account for
the CDW instability in ðTaSe4Þ2I.
ARPES experiments were performed at beam line 7.0.1
of the Advanced Light Source (Berkeley). The energy and
angular resolution of the hemispherical Scienta R4000
analyzer were set to 25 meV and 0.1 (equivalent to
0:01 A1 at typical h  100 eV), respectively. The po-
larization and scattering geometry is described elsewhere
[27]. We used ðTaSe4Þ2I single crystals grown by the
chemical transport method, with typical sizes 5 0:2
0:2 mm3. They were cleaved in situ at 100 K and a pressure
of 1010 mbar, and measured at 100 K, in the CDW phase.
First-principles electronic structure calculations were
performed within the density functional theory (DFT)
framework using the generalized gradient approximation.
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Spin-orbit effects were included by means of the fully
relativistic norm-conserving pseudopotentials acting on
valence electron wave functions represented in the two-
component spinor form [28]. We used the QUANTUM-
ESPRESSO software package [29].
Figure 1(a) shows the crystal structure of ðTaSe4Þ2I with
its conventional tetragonal unit cell (a ¼ b ¼ 9:531 A and
c ¼ 12:824 A). The Ta atoms form chains, surrounded by
Se4 rectangular units and separated by I
 ions. Two adja-
cent Se4 rectangles are rotated by 45
, leading to a peri-
odicity c ¼ 4dTa-Ta along the chain. The Bravais lattice
actually is not tetragonal but body-centered tetragonal (bct,
space group I422 [9]). The corresponding rhombohedral
unit cell contains two formula units (4 Ta atoms), instead
of four (8 Ta atoms) for the conventional cell. The iodine
ions define the natural cleavage plane, perpendicular to




a. The in-plane unit vectors parallel
and perpendicular to the chains are ~ek ¼ ~c=c and ~e? ¼
ð ~a ~bÞ= ffiffiffi2p a, respectively. The ( ~ek, ~e?) and ( ~ek, ~en) planes
are equivalent, reflecting the fourfold symmetry of the
space group. Figure 1(b) shows the projection of the struc-




p ¼ 6:739 A. Figure 1(e) shows the bct
Brillouin zone (BZ), which exhibits fourfold symmetry,
with equivalent kn and k? directions. Reciprocal distances
are Z ¼ 2=c ¼ 0:490 A1 (instead of =c for an
isolated chain), XP ¼ =c ¼ 0:245 A1, and X ¼
=ða= ffiffiffi2p Þ ¼ 0:466 A1. The CDW exhibits eight equi-
valent domains with incommensurate wave vectors
qCDW ¼ ð;;Þ, where  ¼ 0:045ð2=aÞ and
 ¼ 0:085ð2=cÞ [18].
The in-plane band dispersion measured by ARPES
along and perpendicular to the chains is shown in
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). Along the chains, the XP direction is
probed at this photon energy (h ¼ 88 eV; see below). We
observe the characteristic ‘‘V’’-shaped valence band (VB)
[26] with a minimum at kk ¼ 0. The band maxima are at
kk ¼ =c ¼ 0:245 A1 and 0.3 eV binding energy. In a
simple picture, it represents the fully occupied, lowest of
four subbands split from the nominally quarter-filled band,
after gaps are opened at the BZ boundary by the 4 in-
chain periodicity [30]. This band is derived from Ta 5dz2
orbitals which overlap strongly along the chain, yielding a
small effective mass (0:3me, where me is the bare electron
mass) and an overall bandwidthWk  4 eV. Strong polar-
onic effects drastically reduce the coherent quasiparticle
(QP) weight. The largest intensity in the ARPES map does
not coincide with the QP energy but rather with the
FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Crystal structure of nondistorted ðTaSe4Þ2I showing the natural cleavage plane. The conventional tetragonal
unit cell is outlined. (b) A projection of the structure onto the cleavage plane. tk and t? are the intrachain and interchain nearest-
neighbor hopping integrals, respectively, in the tight-binding model discussed in the text. ARPES intensity maps illustrate the band
dispersion (c) parallel (along XP) and (d) perpendicular to the chains, for kk ¼ 0:75=c. (e) 3D BZ. (f),(g) Constant energy maps
extracted at the top of the Ta 5dz2 band (EB ¼ 0:3 eV, T ¼ 100 K) in two perpendicular planes, as depicted in the 3D BZ. Dashed lines
in (d) and (g) are guides to the eye. Photon energy in (f) is set to h ¼ 88 eV, that corresponds to the dashed line in (g). The second
derivative is used in (g).




maximum of the incoherent part of the spectral function.
Its energy is lower than the QP energy by the polaron
binding energy Ep  0:2 eV [24]. Weaker replicas of the
VB are visible at larger wave vectors, in higher-order BZs.
The VB also disperses in the perpendicular (k?) direc-
tion, with periodicity 2=ða ffiffiffi2p Þ [Fig. 1(d)]. The bandwidth
is W?  0:2 eV, corresponding to a smaller but finite
interchain coupling. This is further illustrated by a constant
energy (CE) map, measured at the top of the band
[Fig. 1(f)]. The open contours are the hallmark of a 1D
system, while the periodic undulations reveal, once again,
the interchain coupling [25]. The overall features of the
experimental dispersion can be reproduced by a simple
nearest-neighbor tight-binding (TB) model. The hopping
parameters can be estimated from the bandwidths.
On a rectangular lattice, Wtkð?Þ ¼ 4tkð?Þ. We obtain
t?  0:05 eV and tk  1 eV, and ðtk=t?Þ2  400 in
remarkable agreement with the anisotropy of the electrical
conductivity [31,32].
Figure 1(g) reveals a previously unreported dispersion
along the kn direction, perpendicular to the surface. The
CE map was extracted from a data set where the photon
energy was varied between 80 and 150 eV. The inner
potential used to determine kn was V0 ¼ 16 eV. We
observe the same wiggling contours as in the (kk, k?)
plane, consistent with the fourfold symmetry of the lattice.
As anticipated, the line in k space probed at h ¼ 88 eV
(white dashed line) almost coincides with the XP direction
in the BZ. The separation between the two contours is
minimum (‘‘waist’’) along this line and maximum
(‘‘belly’’) along the Z direction. This difference in the
electronic structure between Z and XP plays an important
role in the CDW formation, as shown below.
In chainlike materials, it is often necessary to consider
transverse coupling to reproduce the periodicity of the
distorted phase. Typically, only one perpendicular direc-
tion is relevant. Such an effective 2D scenario, schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig. 2(a) by CE surfaces obtained from a
2D TB model, is inadequate for ðTaSe4Þ2I. The two inner
sheets correspond to the main band, while the outer two are
folded replicas. The (kn, k?) planes at kk ¼ =c define
mirror planes between the main band and the replicas.
Furthermore, (kk, k?) CE contours (black lines) do not
depend on kn. By contrast, the experimental CE contours
of Fig. 2(c) exhibit mirror planes at 2=c ¼
0:490 A1. The main band and the replicas correspond-
ing to the periodicity of the undistorted crystal are indi-
cated by stars and arrows on the superimposed momentum
distribution curve, respectively. An agreement with experi-
ment is found for a 3D TB model [Fig. 2(b)]. The constant
energy sheets are now warped in both the ~e? and ~en
directions, and the CE contours vary with kn. Indeed
from kn ¼ 0 to=ða=
ffiffiffi
2
p Þ, even if the shape of the contours
does not change, the kk separation between opposite




p Þ [corresponding to XP, Fig. 2(d)] clearly
exhibit the periodicity of the projected 3D BZ (solid line)
and not that of the 2D BZ (dashed line). Consideration of
the full 3D band structure is therefore essential for a proper
description of ðTaSe4Þ2I. This observation provides a
rationale for the low anisotropy of the critical fluctuations
measured by neutrons above TCDW [18].
First-principles calculations, performed for the undis-
torted (high-T) structure, provide important clues on the
nature of the instability. The band dispersion is shown in
Fig. 3(a) for the main high-symmetry directions. Along the
XP direction, parallel to the chains, two dz2-like bands (VB
and CB), with extrema at P (kk ¼ =c), are separated by a
small gap of ’ 50 meV. The Fermi level intersects VB
slightly below the top of the band, yielding a narrow hole
pocket. By contrast, along the parallel Z direction the gap
between VB and CB collapses at EF. The top of VB and the
bottom of CB merge at EF, yielding a pointlike Fermi
surface, reminiscent of the Fermi surface of graphene.
Therefore, the band structure along Z is that of a zero-
gap semiconductor. The crossing point is not at =c but at
the incommensurate kF  1:1=c, such that 2kF  qCDWk .
This discrepancy, which reflects the small but noticeable
interchain dispersion, has important consequences on the
properties of the CDW instability.
Figure 3(a) illustrates the calculated Fermi surface (FS)
of ðTaSe4Þ2I. The Fermi level was shifted just above the
 
FIG. 2 (color online). Schematic constant energy surfaces
from (a) a 2D and (b) a 3D TB model. (c) CE map measured
at EB ¼ 0:6 eV with photon energy h ¼ 88 eV. On the mo-
mentum distribution curve [k? ¼ =ða=
ffiffiffi
2
p Þ], stars and arrows
indicate the main band and replicas corresponding to the peri-
odicity of the undistorted crystal, respectively. (d) Theoretical
contours derived from a 3D TB model. Projected 3D (solid line)
and 2D (dashed) BZs are also indicated.




bottom of the conduction band to account for a slight n
doping which is always observed in real samples as a result
of iodine vacancies. The FS consists of pairs of very flat
‘‘pancakes,’’ perpendicular to the chain direction. The
largest pair, along Z, is nested by the incommensurate
CDW wave vector qCDWk , consistent with a Peierls sce-
nario. To check that hypothesis, we have performed DFT
calculations for the distorted structure, where Ta atoms are
mainly displaced along the chains [16,17]. For practical
reasons, we considered a commensurate, tetramerized
structure (qk ¼ 2=c). The computed band dispersions
along Z in the high-T and low-T structures are compared
in Fig. 3(c). As expected, a gap (CDW ¼ 0:2 eV) opens
between the valence and conduction bands. Remarkably,
the largest energy gain is not at =c but at k ¼
0:5 qCDWk >=c. This observation suggests that the
largest gap, and therefore the largest electronic energy
gain, is achieved for the actual incommensurate CDW
wave vector. Since the elastic energy cost is fairly insensi-
tive to small wave vector changes, these results support the
picture of a Fermi surface driven instability.
The consistency of this scenario is confirmed by the
ARPES data of Fig. 3(c), which show energy dispersion
curves (EDCs) measured along the Z direction in the
CDW state. The feature associated with VB indeed reaches
a minimum binding energy for kk (blue curve) larger than
=c (dashed curve). Moreover, a second peak appears at
lower binding energy in a small k range around kk. It is the
signature of the occupied CB states. The experimental
CDW gap, defined as the minimum energy separation
between the two features, is in good agreement with the
theoretical prediction. As for the VB, strong polaronic
effects are expected to alter the spectral weight distribution
of the CB. The measured peak overestimates the actual
binding energy by the polaron binding energy Ep ’ 0:2 eV
[24]. The existence of this additional spectral feature was
already suggested by previous data [24], but its true nature
was not recognized because a much more limited region of
k space was probed in that experiment.
Finally, the proposed scenario naturally explains the puz-
zling semiconductor-to-semiconductor transition observed
in transport at TCDW [13,19]. For T > TCDW, the activated
behavior (HT  0:2 eV) reflects the diffusive motion of
small polarons, which reduces the conductivity by a factor
of eEp=kBT [33]. For T < TCDW, the activation energy is
increased by the opening of the CDW gap. Transport gives
LT  0:3 eV, that compares well to HT þCDW ¼
0:35–0:4 eV. In this perspective, estimates of the ratio
LT=kBTCDW and the importance of 1D fluctuations, that
act on CDW only, should be reconsidered.
In summary, an extensive survey of k space by ARPES,
and new first-principles calculations, shows that the 1D
compound ðTaSe4Þ2I is not a metal but a zero-gap semi-
conductor with non-negligible transverse interactions.
Theory and experiment support a Peierls-like scenario,
where the incommensurate CDW vector is a direct conse-
quence of finite interchain coupling. By taking the polar-
onic nature of QPs, the model also explains puzzling
properties of ðTaSe4Þ2I, such as the semiconducting
character of the resistivity on both sides of the transition
and the unusually large value of the ratio LT=kBTCDW.
Interestingly, this work shows that the seemingly naive
Peierls scenario—designed for purely 1D systems in the
mean-field theory framework—can also have a remarkable
predictive power to describe real-life, complex materials.
In particular, the concept of Fermi surface nesting, whose
importance is downplayed in strong-coupling theories
[34,35], is instead shown to be a very robust feature.
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Electronic band structure of non-
distorted ðTaSe4Þ2I calculated from first principles. The inset
shows the Fermi surface. The blue arrow depicts the CDW
vector. (b) Distorted vs nondistorted band structures along Z.
The horizontal lines indicate the Fermi level in the intrinsic
(dotted line) and n-doped (plain line) cases. (c) EDCs along the
Z direction (h ¼ 110 eV, T < TCDW), sampled around =c
(dotted line) with momentum step 0:01 A1. Natural iodine
vacancies yield an effective n doping that allows us to probe
CB. Small polaron formation suppresses the QP weight at EF
and transfers the spectral weight at a higher Ep binding energy.
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